Manipulating orbital angular momentum entanglement by using the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.
Orbital angular momentum entanglement (OAM) is one of the very intriguing topics in quantum physics. In addition to discovering and exploring its underlying mechanics, recent studies have also demonstrated a progress towards expanding degree of its entanglement. In this paper, we explore OAM entanglement by applying the Heisenberg uncertainty principle to the quantum position correlation within the azimuthal region. In particular, we decompose the pump light into a set of pump cone states characterized by their radii. The OAM entanglement can then be manipulated by controlling the radius of the pump cone state, the length of the nonlinear crystal and also the OAM carried by the pump field. That is followed by a detailed discussion and analysis. Such an exploration not only bring us a deeper understanding of OAM entanglement, but also help us to implement the high-dimensional quantum information tasks based on OAM entanglement.